Choose the Word

Directions: Read each sentence and choose the correct word from the word bank.

Word Bank
analytical  classical  editorial  global
logical  musical  organic  rhythmic

1. When we found the wandering dog, we did the ________________ thing: we called the number on its collar.
2. All of the vegetables were ________________ and locally grown.
3. Drought isn’t just a local issue, it’s a ________________ problem.
4. Sheila was trained in ________________ music, but she preferred to play jazz instead.
5. The catchy songs from the ________________ stuck in Roger’s head for weeks.
6. The poetry the students read was ________________ and had good imagery.
7. The newspaper ran an ________________ on Sunday about how the city needs more parks.
8. It takes a pretty ________________ mind to understand how rockets work.
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